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LESSON 3 LESSON PLAN
Understandings & Objectives

Instruction

Materials and Preparation

WELCOME: LET’S PRAY [3 Minutes]
Essential Question: Are some people
more important or valuable than
others?

• Welcome children with a prayer or
song.
• Explain to children that they will
be learning about what makes us
important and valuable to God.

Preparation
• Gather prizes for the Stars
and Hearts Game activity and
determine whether you will
have children play the game
in pairs or as a class.

INTRODUCTION: LET’S LEARN AND WATCH [20 Minutes]
• Recall and rank the levels of success.
• Know that being important means
to matter a lot, and being valuable
means to be worth a lot.
• Understand that what makes us
important to God is that we can
all succeed at Happiness Levels 3
and 4.
• Demonstrate how every human being
can succeed at Levels 3 and 4, even
if they cannot at Levels 1 or 2.

Words to Know: important, valuable
• Discuss and confirm children’s
understanding of the definition of
success.
• Relate how we treat the importance
and value of others to the levels of
happiness.

• Philo and Sophie Video:
Everyone is Important and
Valuable

Philo and Sophie Video: Everyone is
Important and Valuable Play the video
for children.

Assessment: Children’s responses
and activity participation
DISCUSSION: LET’S TALK [10 Minutes]
• Understand that people who need
our help in order to survive are
important to God because they too
can be successful on Levels 3 and 4.
• Understand that these people are
important to the world because they
teach us how to care about others
more than we care about ourselves.
• Understand that these people are
valuable to God because He made
them in His image and loves them.
• Understand that they are valuable
to the world because they can bring
love and goodness into the world.
• List some ways in which we need
these people.

• Discuss the video using guiding
questions.
• Relate the needs of others to what
makes them valuable and important to
God in the context of the video.
• Elicit children’s responses to confirm
understanding and recall.

Assessment: Children’s responses
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• The Successful Kingdom –
Final Scene page

LESSON 3 LESSON PLAN (CONTINUED)
Understandings & Objectives

Instruction

Materials and Preparation

ACTIVITY: LET’S PLAY AND SING [17 Minutes]
• Understand that when we choose to
sacrifice Levels 1 and 2 in order to be
good at Levels 3 and 4, we are more
successful than when we choose to
sacrifice Levels 3 and 4 in order to be
good at Levels 1 and 2.

• Activity: Stars and Hearts Game
• Sing: “The Success Song”

Assessment: Children’s responses
Stars and Hearts Game Activity
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• Stars and Hearts Game
Board Handout
• Stars and Hearts Game
Characters page
• Philo and Sophie Miniatures
or Hand Figures page
• Take-Home: Stars and
Hearts Game at Home
Handout

UNIT 2
LESSON 3
MATERIALS
• Small items for use as prizes for successful completion of the Stars and
Hearts Game (stickers, pencils, plastic toys, holy cards, or other small
gifts)
• Stars and Hearts Game Board page (one page per pair if using the
Pairs at Tables game option)
• Philo and Sophie Miniatures page (one miniature per child, if using
Pairs at Tables game option)
• Stars and Hearts Game Board Characters pages (one set of 9 pages
if using the Whole Class game option)
• Philo and Sophie Hand Figures page (one hand figure per child, if
using Whole Class game option)
• Craft sticks, dowels, or pencils (one per child if using Whole Class game
option)
• Stars and Hearts Cards pages (one set of 2 pages per child, for either
option)
• Stars and Hearts Game at Home take-home handout package, including the game instructions, Stars and Hearts Game Board, Philo and
Sophie Miniatures page, and Stars and Hearts Cards page (one per
child)

CLASSROOM PREPARATION
Prepare your classroom ahead of time:
• Gather prizes to hand out to each child who successfully completes
the Stars and Hearts game. NOTE: The prizes will represent the grace
of God that we receive when we choose to do good for others over
choosing to do good for ourselves. DO NOT give gifts to children who
do not exchange all 8 of their star cards for heart cards. The point of
this exercise is to allow children to make a choice and experience the
consequences. You can always allow reluctant children to change their
choices later in order to receive a prize.
• Decide whether you want to play the Stars and Hearts Game at tables
with children working together in pairs, or as a whole class moving
through a classroom-sized game board together. If you have trouble
getting all the children in your class to follow instructions when in a
large group, you might do better with the pairing option. Once you
decide, follow the instructions according to your choice, below:
• OPTION #1: Stars and Hearts Game in Pairs at Tables
• Print out one copy of the Stars and Hearts Table Game Board for
each pair of children. For example, if you have 20 children, print this
document 10 times. Note that it requires 8.5 x 14-inch paper, or you will
need to resize before printing. Set these out on tables for children to
work in pairs after the video.
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• Print out one copy of the Stars and Hearts Cards document for each
child. Note that there are two pages to this document, and each page
needs to be printed for each child. (For example, if you have 20 children, print the entire 2-page document 20 times.) Cut out all the star
cards and rubber-band them in sets of 8. Each child will receive a full,
rubber-banded set of all 8 different star cards at the beginning of the
game.
• Cut out all the heart cards and rubber band them together by character (e.g., all the Grandmas should be rubber-banded together, all the
pregnant mothers, etc.) You will keep the heart cards and hand them
out when children make their exchanges in the game.
• Print out enough copies of the Philo and Sophie Miniatures sheet
so that each child receives one miniature. (For example, if you have
20 children, print this page 3 times.) Cut them apart and tape them
together using the instructions on the sheet. Place one Philo and one
Sophie miniature on each gameboard.

• OPTION #2: Stars and Hearts Game with Whole Class moving through
the classroom together.
• Print out one copy of the Stars and Hearts Game Board Characters
document. (Note that there are 9 pages total.) Tape each character
to your classroom walls, separated so that children must walk to each
character, making your entire classroom the “game board.” Be sure to
note the numbers on the pages and post them in order around your
classroom. You will start with #1: the Old Woman.
• Print out one copy of the Stars and Hearts Cards document for each
child. Note that there are two pages to this document, and each page
needs to be printed for each child. (For example, if you have 20 children, print the entire 2-page document 20 times.) Cut out all the star
cards and rubber-band them in sets of 8. Each child will receive a full,
rubber-banded set of all 8 different star cards at the beginning of the
game.
• Cut out all the heart cards and rubber band them together by character (e.g., all the Grandmas should be rubber-banded together, all the
pregnant mothers, etc.) You will keep the heart cards and hand them
out when children make their exchanges in the game.
• Print out enough copies of the Philo and Sophie Hand Figures so
that each child receives one Hand Figure. (For example, if you have 20
children, print this page 5 times and cut them apart.) Cardstock works
best. Paste or tape the Hand Figures to craft sticks, dowels, or pencils.
Children will hold their hand figures as they walk around the classroom
with you during the game.

WELCOME (3 MINUTES)
Invite the children to stand and listen to a familiar prayer or song. Collect
the What Makes a Kingdom Successful? handouts from the day before.
You may post them on a wall while children watch the video, or take a few
moments to affirm any personal responses on the children’s pages.
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LET’S LEARN: INTRODUCTION TO THE
LESSON’S CONCEPTS (10 MINUTES)
(Note: Text in blue reflects phrasing you might choose to use in your
classroom.)
Gather children into a circle on the floor. Say:
Let’s start with a little test. Who can tell me the four different ways of
being successful?
Accept answers such as: (1) having a lot of money, (2) being famous on TV,
(3) giving a lot of your toys away to other people, (4) being really holy or
being a saint.
Who can tell me what it means to be “important?” If somebody is
“important,” what does that mean?
Accept various responses, then continue, allowing children to think
through the questions as you speak. Pause to notice and affirm expressions or responses as appropriate. Say:
To be “important” means “to matter a lot.” Does doing well at school
“matter a lot?” Yes! So, doing well at school is important, isn’t it? Does
Christmas matter a lot? Yes. So, Christmas is important. Does looking
both ways before crossing the street matter a lot? Sure. That’s important, too. What else is important? (Pause for two or three answers.)
Accept and affirm two or three appropriate responses, then continue.
How about being able to juggle a sausage while getting dressed in
the morning. Does that matter a lot? No! That’s not important at all, is
it? It really doesn’t matter whether or not you can juggle a sausage
while getting dressed in the morning.
The word “important” means that something “matters a lot.” Are you
important? Do you matter a lot?
Affirm positive responses, then continue:
Yes! I want you to listen very carefully, because what I’m about to say
matters a lot. What I’m about to say is really important.
Many people in our world believe that what makes you important is
being able to do a lot of the kinds of things that we have called Level
1 and Level 2 things. They believe that what makes you important is
having a lot of money, being powerful, being strong, being praised
by other people, being famous, being liked, or being a winner. They
think that people who cannot do these things are not as important.
But is this true?
Affirm negative responses, then continue. Say:
No, it’s not. Let’s talk about what makes someone important to God.
I want you to listen and think about each question I’m going to ask.
Proceed with the following reflection questions, pausing as necessary to
confirm understanding or affirm any appropriate responses the children
might offer. If the children in your group have experience in quiet reflection and are able to remain quiet as you speak, you might choose to have
them treat this as a reflection exercise, sitting quietly and closing their
eyes as they listen.
• Does God think that the most important people are the ones who can
ride a bike? Or who win prizes at the fair? Or who memorize the Bible in
three days?
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• Does God think that everyone who cannot do these things is a failure
and is not worth His time?
• Does God think that a scientist is more important than a farmer?
• Does God think that a famous movie star is more important than a
mother who is not famous but who takes care of her children at home?
• Does God think that a rich person who has everything she needs is
more important than a poor person who has to ask other people to
give him food?
• What if Jesus said, “I am only going to die on the Cross for people who
are good at math and spelling. But people who are not good at math
and spelling are not allowed into heaven, because they are not important enough.” That wouldn’t make any sense, would it?

God does not think that way. To God, what makes us most important
is NOT that we can succeed at Happiness Levels 1 and 2. What makes
us most important is that we can succeed at Happiness Levels 3 and
4.
Every human being can succeed at Levels 3 and 4, even if they
cannot succeed at Levels 1 and 2.
There are many people in the world who do not think the way that
God thinks. They think that some human beings are not as valuable
as others because they cannot succeed at Levels 1 and 2. “Valuable”
means “to be worth a lot.” They don’t think people are worth anything
if they aren’t rich, or famous, or strong, or smart. What do YOU think?
Allow a short time for discussion, then say:
Let’s go watch a video to learn more about what makes us valuable.

A WORD ON …
Our Value to God: Psalm
139:13–14
You formed my inmost being;
you knit me in my mother’s
womb. I praise you, because
I am wonderfully made;
wonderful are your works! It is
amazing to know in our hearts
and minds that everything God
has created is good. Everyone He
created in His image is important
and valuable to Him, and therefore
must be important and valuable to
us. Children sometimes find this
truth easier to accept, and to feel
loved and strengthened by it, than
adults do. Allow their enthusiasm
for being so wonderfully made,
and so important to God, to
encourage your own enthusiasm
and guide your teaching today.

LET’S WATCH: SHOW THE VIDEO (10 MINUTES)
Have the children return to their seats. Tell the children that they will watch
a short video called “Everyone is Important and Valuable.” Ask:
Remember Philo and Sophie’s friend Frank? In this video, Frank and
Sophie are going to learn about why we are all important and valuable to God.
Show the “Everyone is Important and Valuable” video segment for
Lesson #3 at
https://www.philoandsophie.org/

LET’S TALK: DISCUSSION (10 MINUTES)
Ask the children some foundational discussion questions about the video.
Affirm appropriate responses and guide children as needed.
• What a cute baby! What was her name? (Lucia)
• At first, Frank and Sophie were not at all interested in taking care of
Lucia. Frank wanted to put her in a box! What did Sophie want to do
with Lucia? (give her to Mr. Kenyata)
• Why did they want to do this to Lucia? (because they wanted to go roller
skating)
• They weren’t acting like Baby Lucia was very important or valuable,
were they? Why not? (because she was too small, too young, couldn’t
go roller skating, had stinky diapers, needed to be fed, needed others
to do everything for her)
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• Did Miss Laura act like Baby Lucia was important and valuable? (Yes.)
How? (She gave up roller skating and gave up being a teacher in order
to take care of Baby Lucia. She even gave up sleep to feed her, and
changed her diapers all the time.)
Broaden the discussion in relation to the video. Say:
Wow. Miss Laura gave up things she really loved in order to take care
of someone who needed her. Why did Miss Laura think Baby Lucia
was important and valuable?
Guide children to understand the reasoning: because it’s her baby, God
loves Baby Lucia, Lucia can grow up to be a good person, she teaches us
to love, etc. Affirm responses, then continue:
Yes. Remember what Miss Laura said? She said, “We need needy
people.” Why do you think we need needy people?
Guide children to understand that we need needy people because we
can help them. We can share our things with them. They teach us how to
love. They help us to be more on Levels 3 and 4. They help us to not just
think about ourselves all the time. They help us be more patient and kind.
They help us to be more like Jesus. Ask:
What other needy people did Frank and Sophie realize are important?
Help children recall the other people mentioned: old people, grandma,
cousin with only one eye who needs help crossing the street, Philo who
can’t fly or go fast because he’s a penguin and there’s no ice. Say:
Some people think that poor people are not very important because
they are not as successful at Level 1 as other people are. They cannot
buy a lot of things. They do not have nice clothes. Some of them do
not even have a home to live in. So they think that poor people are
not as valuable as rich people. Do you think this is true?
Encourage children to share why poor people are valuable and important.
No, it is not true. Someone who is not successful at Level 1 and does
not have a lot of money can be very successful at Happiness Level 3.
You do not need money to be able to love. A kind and loving father
does not need a lot of money to take good care of his children. You
do not need nice clothes to be honest, fair, and even generous with
what you have. You do not need much at all to know, love, and serve
God.
Some people think that people who are sick all the time are not very
important because they cannot enjoy food very much. It makes them
sick. They cannot compete in sports or be good dancers. So they
think that sick people are not as valuable as healthy people. Do you
think this is true?
Encourage children to share why sick people are valuable and important.
No, it is not true. People who are sick may not be very successful
at Level 1 or Level 2. But they can be successful at growing closer
to God. They can be successful at teaching others how to love and
serve God.
Some people think that old people are not very important because
they are forgetful, and probably cannot win as many contests or earn
as much money as younger people can. So they think that older people are not as a valuable as young people. Older people are in the
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way and should let younger, healthier, and richer people can have
more of a chance to get richer and be more successful at Levels 1 and
2. Do you think this is true?
Encourage them to share why older people are valuable and important.
No, it is not true. Old people can teach us wisdom, and can show
patience and kindness to others. They can teach us how to be patient
and kind. What else can they do?
Some people think that unborn babies are not very important
because you cannot see them. They don’t do anything but eat and
sleep. They make it difficult for the pregnant mommy to do the things
she wants to do when her stomach is so big and heavy. So they think
that unborn babies are not very valuable. Do you think this is true?
Encourage them to share why unborn babies are valuable and important.
No, it is not true. Unborn babies are loved by God because He made
them for Himself. They are growing so that they can one day love Him
back and do good in the world. They give us a chance to take care of
them when they are very weak and small, and they teach us how to
love others more than we love ourselves.

ACTIVITIES FOR ALL
If there are several children
in your group who may have
difficulty sitting still and
concentrating on the tasks
involved in this game, or are
generally more kinesthetic
learners (who learn best through
movement and physical activity),
the Classroom-Sized version
would allow them to move
around, point to characters
and steps on the “board,” and
participate in a more active way.
You may even choose to allow
these children to participate more
fully by acting out characters in
the scenes described.

Poor people, sick people, the elderly, and unborn children are all
very valuable to God. They are just as important to God as the rich,
healthy, or young person.
Let’s go play a game to show what we’ve learned today

LET’S PLAY: STARS AND HEARTS GAME
(15 MINUTES)

(If you choose to play the game with your whole class, please see the
Classroom-sized Game Board variation instructions in the sidebar.)
Have children choose partners and sit at the Activity tables. Say:
Here on your tables you will find one game board, two stacks of star
cards, and miniature Philo and Sophie game pieces. Decide now who
is Sophie and who is Philo.
Give children a moment to decide. When all pairs have made their choices,
continue:
Now, each of you take a set of rubber-banded cards. These are your
character’s cards. Take the rubber band off carefully, and look at all
the nice Level 1 and Level 2 things Philo and Sophie have!
Point out a few objects from the star cards, such as toys, money, and food.
Then say:
The object of the game is for you to work together to get Philo and
Sophie to heaven. They will need eight heart cards in order to get
into heaven. You don’t have any heart cards yet, so be sure to listen
to me carefully to find out how to get heart cards for your characters.
Are you ready?
Confirm you have the children’s attention. Point to the “Start” panel on a
game board and say:
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CLASSROOM-SIZED
GAME BOARD VARIATION
Give each child one Philo or
Sophie Hand Card and one
stack of star cards. Demonstrate
removing the rubber bands
around them, then say:
Take a look at your star
cards. Look at all the nice
Level 1 and Level 2 things
that Philo and Sophie have!
The object of the game is
for us to move through the
classroom and help Philo
and Sophie get to heaven.
They will need eight heart
cards in order to get into
heaven. You don’t have any
heart cards yet, so be sure
to listen to me carefully to
find out how to get heart
cards for Philo and Sophie.
Are you ready?
Continue with the game as
shown, using the term “Hand
Card” in place of “miniatures,”
and walking as a group around
the classroom instead of moving
along the board.

Okay, let’s start at the beginning. Put your miniatures where you see
the word “Start” on your game board, and follow along on the board
while I read to you.
Allow children time to find the required cards as you read the instructions.
Some pairs will finish quickly, while others may become distracted or want
to play with cards. Aim to keep the game moving, but circulate among
tables to help children struggling with attention or understanding.
1. Philo and Sophie are going to the Zoo! Everybody take out your ZOO
card! They start walking when suddenly they see an old woman. Can
you move your characters to the OLD WOMAN? Oh, no! The old woman
is upset. Her house is a mess because she cannot clean it by herself.
The work is too hard and she is too old. What should Philo and Sophie
do? Should they pass her by and go to the zoo? Or should they stop and
help her, even though they will miss the zoo? (Pause to let them decide.)
Good! If you decided to give up your Level 1 fun at the zoo in order to
help the old woman, hold up your ZOO card. I will take your ZOO card
and replace it with a heart card. (Exchange children’s ZOO cards for the
OLD WOMAN heart card.) Good job! You got your first heart card! You
need seven more to help Philo and Sophie get to heaven.
2. Okay, let’s keep going. Philo and Sophie decide to go to the park to play
soccer. Everybody take out your SPORTS card. It’s got a soccer ball on
it. But when they get there, they see a pregnant mother with an unborn
baby in her tummy. Move your miniatures to the UNBORN BABY. Oh
no! If they play soccer, the ball might hit the mother and hurt her little
unborn baby. What should Philo and Sophie do? Should they play soccer anyway? Or should they give up their Level 2 soccer game and play
on the swings instead? (Pause to let them decide.) If you chose to protect the unborn baby instead of playing the soccer game, hold up your
SPORTS card. I will take it and replace it with a heart card. (Exchange
children’s SPORTS cards for the PREGNANT MOTHER heart card.)
3. Philo and Sophie are tired and have gone to sleep. Find your SLEEP
card! Oh no! A baby is crying. Move your miniatures to the CRYING
BABY. He is hungry and needs to be fed. What should Philo and Sophie
do? Should they push the baby’s cradle out of the room, close the door,
and go back to sleep? Or should they give up some of their Level 1
sleep in order to feed the baby? (Pause to let them decide.) If you chose
to take care of the baby instead of falling back asleep, hold up your
SLEEP card. (Exchange children’s SLEEP cards for the HAPPY BABY
heart card.)
4. Let’s keep moving. It’s Sunday morning and Philo and Sophie are getting ready to go and eat a yummy pancake breakfast at their favorite
restaurant before going to church. Find your FOOD card. It’s the one
with a big stack of buttery pancakes on it. Oh no! A blind man from
their church has called them on the phone. Move your miniatures to
the BLIND MAN. He cannot get to church because he cannot see. He
needs someone to come get him and take him to church. But if Philo
and Sophie do that, they won’t have time to go to the restaurant. What
should they do? Should they hang up on the blind man and go out to
eat? Or should they give up their Level 1 breakfast, and help the blind
man get to church? (Pause to let them decide.) If you chose to help the
blind man, hold up your FOOD card. (Exchange children’s FOOD cards
for the BLIND MAN heart card.)
5. Philo and Sophie are playing in their toy room. Find the TOYS card.
Oh no! Philo’s grandpa is at the door. Can you move your miniatures
to GRANDPA? He is too old to live by himself. He needs someone to
take care of him. He wants to move in to Philo and Sophie’s house, but
Philo and Sophie will have to give up their toy room in order to make
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NOTE
If you are teaching this lesson
during a time of pandemic,
you may want to explain to the
children in your group that the
man does not have a disease
that Philo and Sophie could die
from if they catch it. It’s just a
little cold.

space for Grandpa. What should they do? Should they tell Grandpa that
he will have to find another place to live? Or should they give up their
Level 1 toy room and let Grandpa move in with them? (Pause to let them
decide.) If you chose to make room for Grandpa, hold up your TOYS
card. (Exchange children’s TOYS cards for the GRANDPA heart card.)
6. Philo and Sophie just got their allowance, and they are going to the
store to buy fancy new coats. Find the MONEY card. On the way they
see a poor woman who is freezing. Move your miniature to the POOR
WOMAN. Oh no! She has no coat at all. What should they do? Should
they ignore her and keep going to the store? Or should they give up
their Level 1 new coats and give the money to the poor woman? (Pause
to let them decide.) If you chose to give up the new coats for the poor
woman, hold up your MONEY card. (Exchange children’s MONEY cards
for the POOR WOMAN heart card.) Great job! You only need two more
heart cards to help Philo and Sophie get to heaven!
7. Philo and Sophie are very strong and healthy. They have been washing
their hands and eating lots of vitamin C. Find the STRENGTH card. Suddenly they see a weak man who is sick in bed with a little cold. Move
your miniature to the SICK MAN. Oh no! If Philo and Sophie take care
of him, they might catch his cold. But no one else can take care of him,
and he needs medicine. What should they do? Should they run away?
Or should they risk catching his cold and losing some of their Level
2 strength in order to give the man his medicine? (Pause to let them
decide.) If you chose to help the sick man, hold up your STRENGTH
card. (Exchange children’s STRENGTH cards for the SICK MAN heart
card.)
8. You’re almost there! Okay, here’s the last one. Philo and Sophie are running a race. If they win, they will get a shiny new trophy to show off. Find
the TROPHY card. While they are running, they pass some children
who are playing. Move your miniatures to the group of CHILDREN. Oh
no! One of the children has fallen down and hurt his knee! He needs
a clean bandage and a hug. But if Philo and Sophie stop to help him,
they will lose the race and will not get the trophy. What should they do?
Should they keep running? Or should they give up the Level 2 trophy
and stop to help the little boy? (Pause to let them decide.) If you chose
to stop and help the boy, hold up your TROPHY card. (Exchange children’s TROPHY cards for the HAPPY CHILDREN heart card.)
9. Look! Philo and Sophie are right outside the gates of heaven! Remember, it takes eight heart cards to get to heaven in our game. Who has
eight heart cards? Can you count them? If you have eight, walk your
miniature through the gates and into heaven. Congratulations! You
were successful at understanding what it means to live at Level 3 and
Level 4.
Offer small prizes to the children who completed the game successfully.
REMEMBER: If any children chose to keep star cards and not exchange
them for hearts, do not offer prizes to them at this point, but allow them to
reconsider their choice. Say:
If you chose to keep some of your star cards, and you don’t have
enough hearts to get into heaven, guess what? Our loving God is a
God of second chances, and it’s never too late to change from a star
to a heart! Would you like to change them now?
If children exchange the cards, congratulate them and give them the small
prize. If any of the children do not want to exchange all of their star cards,
do not reward them, but give them their prize if they change their mind
later in the day, or even later in the week.
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Distribute the Stars and Hearts Game at Home handouts and Table Pair
game pieces to the children. Say:
Take this sheet and set of cards home tonight, so you can play the
Stars and Hearts game with your family. Be sure to share the instructions so everyone knows how to play. Okay?
Confirm children’s understanding of the assignment, then allow time for
the children to put their handouts in their folders or bags to take home

LET’S SING (2 MINUTES)
If you have time after the activity, sing “The Success Song” Lyrics are
included on the website, and you can select the song from the video playlist, without the interaction with actors and puppets.
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